Wine bottles and serving flagons, cooling halfimmersed in a freestanding cistern of iced water, are common in European paintings from the later Middle Ages to the nineteenth century. The sight of these cisterns assures us that then, as now, some wines were preferred cold. This preference illumines the manner, seen in many genre pictures and clearly habitual, of holding a wineglass by the base between thumb and forefinger ( Figure I) ; it seems both uncomfortable and precarious, but it did keep the glass from being aSected by the warmth of the hand.
them were duly described, as were changes in diet: the decline in the use of spices in the I680S, and, in I 667, the growing consumption of brandy "since this warr began with the Dutch." Wakes, storms, rumors, gossip and disasters, portentous national events, and reverberating college scandals were recorded with all the relish of an inquisitive observer. Anthony's reserved and critical nature set him apart from all but a few friends, and early in life he began to go deaf, a misfortune that increased his isolation. Among the few personal notes in the diary are splenetic outbursts against the vagaries of fashionable contemporaries-their clothes, "a strange eSeminate age," their speech, "the way of bantering," and of course their endless political intriguing. Such passages aSord us a picture of Restoration life and manners which Anthony would neither understand nor ignore.
In December I683 he wrote: "This yeare in the summer time came up a vessel or bason notched at the brims to let drinking glasses hang there by the foot so that the body or drinking place might stand in the water to cool them. There is no support for the view often expressed in the present century that the monteith is no more than a punch bowl adapted to steady a set of glasses being carried in it to table. On the contrary, the evidence rather suggests that the familiar cotered posset pots were originally used for containing several kinds of mixed drink, including punch, which grew steadily in popularity from the I640S; punch only acquired a vessel peculiar to itself shortly after the introduction of the monteith, probably for the same general reasons that favored the latter's adoption. The monteith's connection with punch is nevertheless an early one, for by the mid-I680s monteiths were made with detachable notched rims so that they might serve as punch bowls when their "collers" were removed. A particularly handsome monteith of this type belonged to Lord Mostyn and was provided with a small juglike dipper to match, for use on punch The four early monteiths just described were clearly the property of persons of means. However, more modest examples dating from I700 and even earlier have survived and indicate that the custom of chilling wineglasses was taken up to some degree by classes in England other than the most affluent. Some of the materials used for these humbler monteiths were walnut, lignum placed before each person's place at table (Figure  8 ). This type of cooler, a pair of which is in the Museum's col]ection, seems to have been made exclusively in glass. The new arrangement was fully accepted by I 76 I, for in that year the tables were set with individual coolers at the customary banquet in Westminster Hall following the coronation of George III. The use of such coolers continued well into the nineteenth century. They did not, however, quite usurp the place of the silver monteith, which continued to be ordered in the old style, albeit in diminishing numbers, throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, especially by the livery companies, college foundations, and similar bodies where old customs die hard. In the later eighteenth century some oval monteiths were made, resembling the French verrieres in form, and the manufacturers of plated silver introduced many new designs ( Figure I I ) , keeping in step with contemporary ideas. It was in fact these manufacturers who kept the monteith alive in England in the nineteenth century; monteiths did not disappear from their catalogues lzntil the first decade of the present century.
In the early eighteenth century chilling bowls appeared in continental Europe. They resembled the English models and were probably introduced by way of Holland, which during the reign of the Riga service, and also an English monteith by Gabriel Sleath dated I 7 I O that for many years was used in the annual ceremony of blessing the Volga. Bottger made a monteith in his red stoneware and a monteith was included in the celebrated service made at the Meissen factory between I737 and I74I for Count Bruhl.
In France verrieres, as they were called, do not seem to have been made in any quantity until about the I 760s. They were oval and much more shallow than the English models, with decorative lugs and a simple serpentine rim. They were frequently, along with matching ice buckets, part of a large dinner service. A Meillonas faience verriere that was given by R. Thornton Wilson (Figure g ) and one in Sevres porcelain in the Gary bequest ( Figure IO) are examples of this development. The French type was widely imitated on the continent of Europe and in England, where they were made both at the Derby and Wedgwood factories.
In colonial America monteiths were certainly known, although few have been preserved to the present day. Families in the South obtained most of their silver from London; the Garlick family of Virginia still owns a monteith made by Francis Spilsberg in I733. The Northern colonies produced American-born silversmiths in the late seventeenth century, and one of these, John Coney of Boston, made at least two monteiths that still survive. In the last quarter of the eighteenth century John Letelier of Philadelphia and Daniel Henchman each made a monteith still in existence today, and no doubt others now lost. Since Wedgwood had a considerable market in America, it is likely that some of his creamware verrieres in the French manner were exported to this country. One at least came over with the dinner service thought to have been ordered for the personal use of Robert Morris when he was Agent of Marine; it is decorated with the arms of the Continental Navy. It passed into the Oster Collection in I947.
The preservation of monteiths in public collections here and abroad seems to have started a reintroduction of the form without reviving its function. Modern ceramic and glass bowls of monteith shape may be found as decorators' items, and although it is a pity that the monteith survives only in this "relegated" role, its use in our streamlined age affirms its fundamental soundness of design. 
